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Background
Lisa is a career and leadership development coach who has more than
15 years of experience using an innovative, forward-thinking, outcomeoriented approach to helping clients address intense change in their
lives and within their organizations.
Lisa has also helped career coaching clients identify their interests, their
drivers and the correct development planning. Lisa uses personal
branding assessments, like the 360 Reach, and career development
assessments, like the Strong Interest Inventory, to help clients plot their
career paths.
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Lisa has also helped leaders address a wide range of challenges, from
organizational restructuring to resolving client conflict. Lisa is
passionate about leadership development as she is about helping
executives plot their careers. Lisa has significant experience supporting
healthcare and science and technology organizations, including civilian
and military research and development executives.
As a Human Capital Consultant at Booz Allen Hamilton for more than a
decade, Lisa developed an internal coaching program at the Internal
Revenue Service, where leaders were trained to assist their employees
with their developmental journeys.
She also supported coaching programs at the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and at other agencies within the Intelligence Community,
including Department of Defense Agencies. Lisa also designed,
developed and implemented a career development program for the
220,000 employees of the Department of Homeland Security. Lisa has
coached for the Birch Stewart Kolasch law firm, the National Science
Foundation, the Department of Health and Human Resources, the Food
and Drug Administration, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, the Naval Undersea Warfare Center and the Department of
Agriculture.
Lisa is a certified 360 Reach Analyst, a certified brand strategist through
the Resume Writing Academy, an Academy Certified Resume Writer and
holds the Associate Certified Coach credential from the International
Coaching Federation.
Prior to becoming an executive coach, Lisa worked as a consultant for
The George Washington University Career Center. She has also created
mentoring workshops for high-potential leaders and has built classroom
and online training tools for federal employees, including leadership
curricula for senior executives.
Professional Experience
Founder, NeXT GenLeadership LLC
Career Development Coach, Goose Creek Consulting
Human Capital Consultant, Booz Allen Hamilton
Education
B.S., Psychology, Clark University
B.S., Economics, Clark University

